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Tracey Collins (11/14/1967)
I`m just staring out writting, my boyfriend told me to pick up a piece of
paper and a pen, and just start
writting what comes to my mine. So thats what I`ve
been trying to do. It`s not easy writing poems, when
you A single mom, trying to manage both. I write whats
on my mind it might not sound right to some people
but it sounds right to me. I hope you do enjoy my poems I write.
Works:
none as of yet.
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Dad
I lost my dad in 2001
God said it was his time
he was sitting down
drinking his lemon lime.
He liked to watch hockey
and pretened to be rockey
he was playing with the ladle
sitting at the table.
Then all at once
he fell to the floor
my sister-in-law heard the
thump from her bedroom door.
That`s when dad died
of a heart attack
now he lives in my heart
his Love I`ll never forget.
Tracey Collins
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It`s Real Lonely
It`s real lonely
out on this limb
It`s real lonely
not being able to help him
It`s real lonely
watching him go through this
It`s real lonely
knowing he really cares
It`s real lonely
not being able to hold him
It`s real lonely
knowing I love him so
It`s real lonely out on this limb
but maybe someday, He can take
me off this lonely limb.
Tracey Collins
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It`s Real Lonely 2
Here I stand
looking at that lonely limb
I can`t believe it is so high,
That lonely limb
I used to be on
the only place I could cry,
Along he came
and brought me down
A new love I did see,
In his arms
the place I rest
the only place I want to be,
That loely limb
I stare at now
is just a branch on the tree,
For his LOVE
has brought me down
and set my spirit free!
Tracey Collins
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Just Sitting Here! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Just sitting here, trying to
write A poem about me
how is it I can write about
anything but me.
Just sitting here trying to
decide how to write about me
so here`s about me, I was
A single mom of three.
But now I have A boyfriend
and two kids to raise, my
oldest one moved out to
raise her little one on her own.
Just 7 years ago I found out
I had A hearing problem,
but I still did it on my own.
Just sitting here trying to tell
people about me, is vary hard
because I have A.D.D. so that`s why
it`s hard to write about me.
Tracey Collins
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Love For You! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
The LOVE I have for you
is A new kind of Love
A totaly different LOVE
Your touch makes me shiver,
that tells me I am in Love
in A way I`ve known
Your kisses make me,
see fireworks every time,
your LOVE is always shown
Your eyes they glaze
making my heart melt
longing only for you
Your precence makes
my heart beat eradically,
that`s the LOVE I have for you
Tracey Collins
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One Month Ago!
One month ago, you opened a
New door, and allowed me to
enter into your life, for
Me that is the greatest gift
Only you could ever give
Now we are together
Trying new emotions, it is
Hard knowing we`ve been friends
Along time, but together we can
Get past the friendship and go
On as the lovers we should be
Tracey Collins
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There Sits A Little Girl! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
There sits A little girl
trying to fine things to do
She sits in frustration
and yells and screams
Trying to get
attention on her
There sits a little girl thinking
how she can make new friends
She tries hard to be good,
but can`t because she has
ADHD.
Tracey Collins
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